Introducing a Capacity Management Maturity Model

Business units are demanding more services and greater reliability from IT, while also trying to constrain, or even reduce, budgets. In those rare cases where budget is not a constraint, power, cooling, floor space or administration soon become a limiting factor to installation of new equipment. As greater demands are placed on IT for efficiency and productivity, it is becoming more important for IT organizations to adopt more sophisticated methods; in other words, IT management processes must become more “mature.”
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The recent adoption of virtualization technologies lowers the amount of hardware required and reduces power consumption to some extent. But it also raises management complexity since there is no longer a permanent and exclusive relationship between physical resources and the software that runs on it. If you then choose to implement a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) on top of that, the increase in complexity multiplies.

Bridging the gap between service demands and IT capabilities requires a higher level of performance management for IT resources. Moving to mature Capacity Management tools and processes lowers costs, improves service quality and increases IT productivity since staff can focus on the most important duties rather than fighting fires.

Implementing Capacity Management, however, is an evolutionary process. To help guide businesses along the path, TeamQuest has developed a five-level Capacity Management Maturity Model. The scale is based on an IT Management Process Maturity Model described by Gartner. Interested readers are encouraged to check out other predecessors as well, such as Carnegie Mellon’s Software Engineering Institute’s Capability Maturity Model (CMM) and Phil Cosby’s Quality Management Maturity Grid.

In this paper we describe each of five levels of Capacity Management maturity, how organizations can determine what level they are at and what is needed to move to the next higher level.
Level 0 — Chaotic

If you're at this level you probably...
- Have no centralized service desk;
- Don't predict any kind of incidents (they all come as surprises); and
- React to events in an ad hoc manner.

The most primitive level – Chaotic – is characterized by an overall lack of operations management discipline. Rather than trying to operate a step ahead and acting before users are affected, the IT organization only learns of performance problems when users call in to complain. At the time of such events, performance tools and techniques are assembled ad hoc. Typically, the people involved in the troubleshooting only have access to snapshots of the most recent activities and lack information about the period that led up to the incident.

To make matters worse, the organization often lacks a centralized service desk for reporting of incidents and end users don't necessarily know where to turn. Without a service desk, there's no focal point for coordinating the problem-solving process with various technical teams.

Companies operating at this level of maturity do not have a clearly organized approach to solving performance- and capacity-related problems. They do not have any standard or uniformity as to what toolsets and processes to use; it's all run on a “best effort” basis. If they get something right, it is more by luck than by analysis.

Level 1 — Reactive

If you're at this level, you probably...
- Have rather detailed information on how components are performing.

However, you also probably...
- Still lack an overview;
- Have a hard time planning since you’re busy reacting to events outside your control; and
- Misdirect your efforts sometimes, focusing too much on less important incidents.

Companies operating at this level are more mature than those at the Chaotic level, but tend to have a fragmented view of what is taking place within their environment. Typically, they have an assembly of different tools to monitor the activities of different pieces of hardware, applications or services. These tools are not very well integrated and will only give an isolated view of a particular component. These silos of information do not correlate to one another and do not provide a comprehensive view of the full spread of a service or application offered to customers.
When a situation is discovered, whether through an alert from a monitoring tool or through a customer complaint, procedures are in place as to who is responsible for resolving the issue. The tools sometimes allow the IT department to respond to problems before getting customer complaints, but the response is based on information at the component level. They do not identify what services are being impacted or how it affects the business. IT, therefore, can misdirect its efforts by addressing problems that are not necessarily important to the business.

This reactive approach worked better some years ago, when there was less complexity in the IT environment: only a few tiers; simple applications and services. Since there were only a few easily defined technical silos, it was easier to localize the problem. Now, with SOA and virtualization adding new levels of abstraction to the technology, it is misguided to think of technology in terms of distinct silos or even tiers. Most components are thoroughly interconnected and interdependent. That increase in complexity calls for a more mature approach to capacity management.

### Level 2 — Proactive

If you're at this level, you probably...
- Focus on the workload analysis rather than the performance of technical components; and
- Rely on trending to give you early warnings regarding future incidents.

However, you also probably...
- Have a hard time predicting the outcome of complex scenarios with enough confidence.

Organizations in lower maturity levels are triggered by events, without putting much effort into understanding the cyclical or seasonality of applications. At this level you are taking a more forward-looking view to try to predict and avoid those problems. Tools are in place for quicker diagnosis of performance problems and trending is used to predict performance bottlenecks or incidents in the near future. When detected, work is commissioned to mitigate the risk. This enables you to predict and avoid downtime in many cases.

In order to do trending you need historical information, not just a view of current performance or during the last few days. The tools used must be able to continuously collect and aggregate data and put it into a historical database. Another key attribute of this level is the focus on workloads instead of just the compound activity of a technical component. Rather than looking at infrastructure components as entities, the activity of a component is broken down by application or service. These streams of activity are then the focus for analysis and reporting.
Combining the trending capabilities with the notion of different workloads makes for a new level of proactivity. This is the first stage where an organization truly automates the prevention and resolution of problems that are now known to recur. This is where the IT department starts caring about the availability of applications, not just equipment.

To move to this stage, you need to see the full spectrum of an application, not just one layer or one tier of a multi-tiered application. This requires the use of a standardized toolset that covers the complete technology stack of a server, as well as the diversity of different platforms when looking across numerous servers.

In order to keep it all together, this stage requires a stricter approach to monitoring. If you are stuck with a continuous flood of unrelated alerts and events from a multitude of sources, it’s hard to prioritize and optimize the effort. You need to identify the key factors beforehand and monitor, store and analyze that subset of information. Of course, one still might need to put out any fires that occur. But if you already know where the fires are likely to occur and which fires will hurt the most, you can prioritize actions to minimize damage.

**Level 3 — Service**

If you're at this level, you probably...

- Compile workload information across tiers to analyze and report on services;
- Have established a dialogue with the business, trying to anticipate changes; and
- Use analytical modeling to predict the outcome of those scenarios.

However, you also probably...

- Are not accustomed to reporting IT results in business productivity or financial terms.

The Service level is a continuation of the Proactive level, but with a stronger focus on workloads representing services. The view is extended to cover the full spectrum of workloads that make up a particular service, from the end user to the backend systems. By automatically gathering the information needed from each of the components that comprise the service, one can detect, prioritize and execute those actions that will improve end user experience.

To achieve this, simple trending is not enough to predict future needs. When looking at the complex environment needed to deliver a service, it is necessary to have more advanced tools that predict the effects of future business changes.

Analytical modeling offers a simple yet powerful way to address different scenarios. Based on the empirical data collected during the monitoring of systems, models of the systems are created. These models can then be used to accurately predict the impact of growth, changes to the infrastructure, migration of workloads, etc.
Reaching this level takes more than a focus on technology. You also need to establish processes for exchanging information. To identify and verify prediction scenarios, there must be a two-way communication between the business and IT. If the business wants IT to provide a certain level of service without excessive over-provisioning, it needs to supply IT with growth projections and business plans. On the other hand, to demonstrate the value of the information received, IT needs to share cost-benefit analyses of this planning with the business. Building this mutual trust is integral to success.

At this level, since IT knows the characteristics and importance of different services, they can start to optimize the usage of them by implementing chargeback mechanisms where different parties pay for the actual use of resources. This will yield not only a fair distribution of cost, but also a way for IT to influence the usage patterns. Offering a discount during low activity hours might smooth out the peaks and troughs often seen in a data center.

**Level 4 — Value**

If you’re at this level, you probably...
- Measure and report on IT in business terms;
- Have a set of tools and processes enabling you to align IT with the business; and
- Are one of the very few organizations that have reached this level of maturity.

This is the final endpoint of Capacity Management maturity. At this point, there are no additional technical steps to take. Rather it is a matter of taking advantage of the earlier work to fully integrate IT into the business. Everything is looked at from a business point of view, rather than a technical standpoint. The focus is on actions that will benefit the company as a whole.

At this level, the organization realizes the full value, not just of implementing Capacity Management, but of IT as a whole. Since IT’s actions are fully and seamlessly aligned with those of the business, they are directed toward helping the business achieve its goals.

IT and business performance are tied together. In addition to IT services, business processes are measured and audited for efficiency and effectiveness. It is possible for IT and business units to accurately determine the cost of IT services and weigh those costs against business benefits and risks in order to make the best decisions regarding the use of IT.

A central process in organizations on this level is Continual Service Improvement. Even though the highest level of maturity has been reached, there is a continuous need to realign IT processes to the changing business needs.
Conclusion

The ambition of this paper has been to describe a generic model for Capacity Management maturity. Most businesses today are in either the Reactive or Proactive stages. To take the next step and reach the Service stage, homogeneous monitoring across heterogeneous platforms and technologies in combination with predictive modeling becomes crucial. This also prepares you for the ultimate level, the Value stage.

It should be kept in mind however, that gaining maturity is a continuous process and not just about the tools. It’s neither a matter of black or white. For some less critical services, it might make sense to leave them at the Reactive level and fix problems as they arrive. Giving them the full proactive treatment is probably a waste of resources. And, no matter how proactive you are, there will always be unexpected problems that call for an immediate reaction. But the key business processes should all be operating at the highest possible level, so that the organization is getting the maximum competitive advantage out of its IT investments.